With its many good

ideas and new
products, Kludi has for years been the
leading supplier of bathroom and

kitchen fittings and showers.
Our philosophy is based on the early

Innovations

Simple or classy,
extravagant or minimalist: Kludi fittings combine
young, fresh design with
innovative technology.

identification of trends and the translation
of these trends into clever

and better
products – all at an affordable price.

379240575
Wall mounted single lever
sink mixer DN 15
swivelling spout
A 226

379140575
Wall mounted single lever
sink mixer DN 15
swivelling spout
A 276

Competence & Quality
Technology

Kludi Plus

KLUDI pull-out spout
The spout can be extended when required

KLUDI rinser spray
The sink spray can be
pulled out as required

KLUDI SoftPush
Easy conversion with the touch of a button

KLUDI noise classification
Extraordinarily silent,
guaranteed noise classification

KLUDI FixStick
Screwed connection for stable spout

KLUDI battery operation
Fitting with battery

KLUDI T-Slide
Stepless telescopic spout

KLUDI bayonet fitting
Fitting can be adapted
for opening and closing the window

KLUDI technology
Outstanding technology
KLUDI sensor
Fitting with sensor, non-contact operation

KLUDI easy to install
Extraordinarily easy to install
KLUDI availability guarantee

389540575
10-year availability guarantee
Wall mounted single lever
sink mixer DN 15
swivelling spout
A 200 KLUDI lustre

Durable high-gloss chrome surface

KLUDI environment
Savings in water and energy

KLUDI low-pressure
Fitting for unpressurised storage tanks

KLUDI Eco -40%
Saves up to 40% water

These six characteristics
common to all in the brochure
shown KLUDI fittings.

KLUDI mains operation
Fitting for connection to the mains

KLUDI Eco
Saves water which only flows when required

KLUDI world first
Absolute world premiere

KLUDI multi-connector
Lock for washing machine or dishwasher

KLUDI back-flow resistance
Protects drinking water from contamination

KLUDI flexibility
Extremely flexible

KLUDI limescale resistant
For easy limescale removal
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Multi-connector
Kludi was the first manufacturer of kitchen
fittings to introduce this practical solution.
The multi-connector provides additional connection points for washing machine and dishwasher and makes inconvenient pipe branches
unnecessary. The water flow is opened and
closed using a separate valve within the fitting
to ensure greater safety.

Swing & Stop
This function was specially developed for the
KLUDI NEW WAVES range. A closing mechanism in the base of the fitting allows running
water to be turned off by simply swivelling the
spout to one side using the elbow. When the
spout is swivelled back, the water will start
running again.

KLUDI value for money
Very good value for money
KLUDI quality
Outstanding quality

Eco

Bayonet fitting for
installation beneath windows
Ideal for fittings that are to be installed very close
to windows as bayonet fittings can be simply
pulled out of the base and turned on their sides
in a single action when the window needs to be
opened. Base height with fitting turned on its
side: 3 cm for fittings without multi-connectors
and 3.5 cm for fittings with multi-connectors.

Surface 05 chrome

*No illustration

Manual and electronic operation
And another real innovation: KLUDI E-GO
presents a world première. It is the first kitchen
fitting that can be operated manually and electronically. Contact-free operation by means of
a sensor is a particular advantage when both
hands are full. The fitting can also be controlled
manually at any time as required. So it is no
wonder that KLUDI E-GO was awarded the
coveted PLUS X AWARD for Design and
Ease of Use.

Content
KLUDI Competence/ Quality/ Innovations
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KLUDI E-GO
Hygiene takes top priority

What if your hands are dirty? What if you don’t have a hand free or are in
a hurry? KLUDI E-GO is the perfect solution here. The first hybrid kitchen
fitting. An absolute world premier. Not only because of its electronic and
manual operation, but also due to its learn-enabled sensor with e-control.
The fitting detects whether the water should flow or not and triggers the
command exclusively in accordance with your personal requirements.
The integrated Shutter makes it particularly uncomplicated, ensuring that
the flow stops after 90 seconds. For added safety.
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This is how it works
➔ Water quantity and temperature
can be set as required

World first

➔ The flow of water
is activated by movement

KLUDI E-GO

➔ Manual operation
is possible at any time
➔ Run-down time can be adjusted
to avoid wasting water
➔ Easy cleaning in a simple-to-activate
cleaning mode
➔ The patented electronics have been
tried and tested many times over

422100575
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
with sensor technology
battery-powered
H1 375, H2 238, A 215, Ø1 34, Ø2 54

422000575
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
with sensor technology
mains-powered
H1 375, H2 238, A 215, Ø1 34, Ø2 54

Sensor for non-contact
regulation of the water flow

Motion-activated sensor
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KLUDI
battery
operation

KLUDI
noise
classification

KLUDI
mains
operation

KLUDI
sensor

KLUDI
technology

KLUDI
Eco

KLUDI
world first
Surface 05 chrome

Hygienic non-contact operation

Manual operation also possible

Activation of the cleaning mode . . . . . . for easy cleaning.

KLUDI E-GO

KLUDI E-GO
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KLUDI L-INE
Perfected minimalism

With its flowing contours and minimalist design, it exudes a touch of
extravagance. Ideal for puristic kitchens. Plenty of freedom provided by
the swivel range of 360˚. The fitting is intrinsically protected against backflow as well as being noise-classified. KLUDI L-INE presents a new technological masterpiece in the form of the T-Slide. The spout on this model can
be pulled out telescopically and, in addition, the outlet can be pulled out of
the spout altogether extending the maximum range to 760 mm.
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KLUDI L-INE
New

New

428210577
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivel, pull-out telescopic spout
H1 305, H2 270, A 245-315, Ø1 34,
Ø2 48

428170577
Single lever sink mixer bayonet DN 10
for installation beneath windows
spout can be swivelled through 360˚
H1 305, H2 280, A 210, Ø1 35, Ø2 48

428540577
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
spout can be swivelled through 360˚
two hole mounted
H1 321, H2 280, A 210, Ø1 34, Ø2 48

428530577
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
spout can be swivelled through 360˚
two hole mounted
H1 328, H2 185, A 215, Ø1 34, Ø2 48

KLUDI L-INE is now also available as a variant with
telescopic spout.

KLUDI
bayonet fitting
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KLUDI
noise
classification

KLUDI
multiconnector

KLUDI
low-pressure

KLUDI
T-Slide

KLUDI
FixStick

KLUDI
back-flow
resistant

KLUDI
Eco -40%
Surface 05 chrome

*No illustration

New

428160577
Multi single lever sink mixer DN 10
spout can be swivelled through 360˚
connection for washing machine and
dishwasher
H1 300, H2 275, A 210, Ø1 34, Ø2 48

428140577
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivelling spout
H1 300, H2 275, A 210, Ø1 32, Ø2 48
428190577
for unpressurised
storage tanks*

If the spout is pulled out beyond the latch, a maximum range of 760 mm is achieved.
When pulled out, the hand piece is thermally decoupled and only warms up slowly.

KLUDI L-INE

KLUDI L-INE
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KLUDI ZENTA
Outstanding versatility

The successful KLUDI ZENTA range is an absolute trend with its puristic
design. It convinces by uniting curves and angles making it perfect for any
kitchen. The practical fitting is guaranteed to fit under all wall cabinets.
The slim-line, filigree body of this elegant kitchen fitting is made possible
by a smaller cartridge. It is not only extremely popular – it is also convincing
thanks to its great value for money.
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New

KLUDI ZENTA

38973..75
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivelling spout
H1 228, H2 155, A 195, Ø1 34, Ø2 45

High-quality stainless steel finish:
this surface finish is a perfect
supplement to any stainless steel
surface in the kitchen.
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The chrome surface is always a good
choice and can be integrated in any
kitchen.

KLUDI
noise
classification
.. = Surface 05 chrome, 96 stainless steel finish

KLUDI ZENTA BLACK & WHITE

Kludi sets expressive colour highlights in the kitchen. Brand-new products in the
successful KLUDI ZENTA range are ultra-trendy. Black: elegant and timeless, equally
representing individualism and exclusivity. White: pure and radiant, distinguished by
its simplicity. KLUDI ZENTA BLACK & WHITE can be combined with any trend in the
bathroom and kitchen.
The high-tech process associated with PUR coatings gives the surfaces a durable
and shiny finish while making life tough for scratches and dents.
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BLACK
meets WHITE

KLUDI ZENTA BLACK & WHITE

389739175
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivelling spout
H1 228, H2 155, A 195, Ø1 34, Ø2 45
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KLUDI
noise
classification
Surface 86 chrome/black, 91 chrome/white

389738675
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivelling spout
H1 228, H2 155, A 195, Ø1 34, Ø2 45

KLUDI ZENTA
KLUDI ZENTA BLACK & WHITE
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KLUDI BINGO STAR
Impressive freedom

A great success all round. Family-friendly and universal with an elegant
design. KLUDI BINGO STAR breathes life into the kitchen. Side operation
of the high, dynamic spout ensures great freedom of movement. This
practical fitting is particularly easy to clean thanks to the curved spout
which prevents water from collecting while the high-quality technology
featuring a ceramic cartridge or ceramic top sections guarantees a long
service life. And the multi-connector ensures that the washing machine
or dishwasher connections are locked as required. Discover your freedom!
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KLUDI BINGO STAR

428550575
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
with stainless-steel spring-action
swivelling spout, pull-out hand spray
H1 375, H2 220, A 215, Ø1 34, Ø2 48

42857..75
Single lever sink mixer bayonet DN 10
for installation beneath windows
swivelling spout
H1 375, H2 230, A 215, Ø1 35, Ø2 48

42851..75
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivel and pull-out spout
H1 375, H2 226, A 215, Ø1 34, Ø2 48

42836..75
Multi single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivelling spout
connection for washing machine/
dishwasher
H1 375, H2 230, A 215, Ø1 34, Ø2 48

42803..75
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivelling spout
H1 375, H2 230, A 215, Ø1 32, Ø2 48
42809..75
for unpressurised
storage tanks*

428810532
Dual-controlled sink mixer bayonet DN 10
for installation beneath windows
swivelling spout
H1 370, H2 230, A 217, Ø1 34, Ø2 48

42887..32
Dual-controlled sink mixer DN 10
swivel and pull-out spout
H1 370, H2 225, A 217, Ø1 34, Ø2 48

428860532
Dual-controlled multi sink mixer DN 10
swivelling spout
connection for washing machine/
dishwasher
H1 370, H2 230, A 217, Ø1 34, Ø2 48

42863..32
Dual controlled sink mixer DN 10
swivelling spout
H1 370, H2 230, A 217, Ø1 34, Ø2 48
428690532
for unpressurised
storage tanks*

High-quality stainless steel finish:
this surface finish is a perfect
supplement to any stainless steel
surface in the kitchen.

The chrome surface is always
a good choice and can be
integrated in any kitchen.

KLUDI
KLUDI
pull-out spout bayonet fitting
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.. = Surface 05 chrome, 96 stainless steel finish

*No illustration

KLUDI
noise
classification

KLUDI
low-pressure

KLUDI
technology

KLUDI
FixStick

KLUDI
Eco -40%

KLUDI
back-flow
resistant

KLUDI
flexibility

KLUDI BINGO STAR

KLUDI BINGO STAR
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KLUDI TRENDO STAR
Diversity par excellence

A true star for everyday kitchen tasks. Thanks to its optimum projection, this
fitting not only looks good. It is also convincing on account of its easy operation
and variety of models. KLUDI TRENDO STAR is available with multi-connector,
pull-out hand spray with SoftPush feature, swivel spout and bayonet lock for
installation beneath the window. The caché aerator integrated in the spout forms
a single unit with the fitting preventing the formation of any additional dirt traps.
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KLUDI TRENDO STAR

339790575
Multi single lever sink mixer
bayonet DN 10
for installation beneath windows
swivelling spout
connection for washing machine
and dishwasher
H1 223, H2 160, A 209, Ø1 35, Ø2 52

33978..75
Single lever sink mixer bayonet DN 10
for installation beneath windows
swivelling spout
H1 223, H2 158, A 209, Ø1 35, Ø2 52

33976..75
Multi single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivelling spout
connection for washing machine/
dishwasher
H1 220, H2 154, A 209, Ø2 52
339770575
for unpressurised
storage tanks*

33974..75
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivelling spout
H1 220, H2 150, A 209, Ø2 52
33975..75
for unpressurised
storage tanks*

33981..75
Single lever sink mixer DN 8
with pull-out hand spray with diverter
from shower to jet spray
swivelling spout
H1 230, H2 155, A 226, Ø1 34, Ø2 52

High-quality stainless steel finish:
this surface finish is a perfect
supplement to any stainless steel
surface in the kitchen.

The caché aerator integrated in the spout forms a single unit with the fitting
preventing the formation of any additional dirt traps.

KLUDI
bayonet fitting
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KLUDI
rinser spray

KLUDI
limescale
resistant

KLUDI
multiconnector

KLUDI
low-pressure

KLUDI
SoftPush

KLUDI
back-flow
resistant

KLUDI
Eco -40%
.. = Surface 05 chrome, 96 stainless steel finish

*No illustration

KLUDI TRENDO STAR

KLUDI TRENDO STAR
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KLUDI BOZZ
Proportion in perfection

KLUDI BOZZ is perfectly styled. Its rounded contours are not only perfectly
proportioned; they also round off the overall image in the kitchen. Its spout
which can be swivelled through 360˚ enables an unlimited freedom regarding usability. One highlight is represented by the FixStick. The spout is
not secured conventionally using a grub screw but rather screwed into the
body with a cap. This guarantees a secure hold and prevents any wobbling.
What’s more, KLUDI BOZZ stands for unbeatable value for money.
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KLUDI BOZZ

428510576
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivel and pull-out spout
H1 375, H2 226, A 215, Ø1 34, Ø2 48

KLUDI
pull-out spout
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KLUDI
noise
classification

KLUDI
FixStick

KLUDI
Eco -40%

KLUDI
back-flow
resistant
Surface 05 chrome

428030576
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivelling spout
H1 375, H2 230, A 215, Ø1 32, Ø2 48

KLUDI BOZZ

KLUDI BOZZ
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ESPRIT
Fashion meets kitchen

Esprit home kitchen presents sink fittings for contemporary kitchens. Perfect and
innovative design combined with intelligent additional functions and convenient
features mean it’s a pleasure to use every single day.
My life – perfect design with 360˚ swivel comfort.
My family – function meets design with particularly low-noise, soft-look fibre hose.
My style – innovative interior design furnishing distinguished by a dual bend.
Conspicuously individual; conspicuously different.
Each fitting features an internal limescale-repelling perlator for water savings of up
to 40% and a smooth-running control unit with high-quality ceramic washers and an
easy-care surface finish.
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ESPRIT

New

MY STYLE
568599140
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
dual-bend spout can be swivelled
through 360˚
removable outlet
H1 422, H2 208, A 231, Ø1 34, Ø2 48

MY LIFE
568039140
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
spout can be swivelled through 360˚
H1 373, H2 232, A 217, Ø1 34, Ø2 48
568099140
for unpressurised
storage tanks*

MY FAMILY
568510540
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivel and pull-out spout
H1 370, H2 223, A 217, Ø1 34, Ø2 48

MY FAMILY
568519140
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivel and pull-out spout
H1 370, H2 223, A 217, Ø1 34, Ø2 48

MY LIFE
568030540
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
spout can be swivelled through 360˚
H1 373, H2 232, A 217, Ø1 34, Ø2 48
568090540
for unpressurised
storage tanks*

MY LIFE
MY FAMILY
MY STYLE

KLUDI
pull-out spout
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Surface 05 chrome, 91 chrome/white

KLUDI
noise
classification

KLUDI
low-pressure

KLUDI
technology

KLUDI
FixStick

KLUDI
back-flow
resistant

KLUDI
Eco -40%

KLUDI
flexibility

JOOP!
Opulenz pur

Emotional. Opulent. JOOP! Die prachtvolle Multifunktionsarmatur bringt
Eleganz und Glamour in die Küche. Der schwenkbare Auslauf und die
seitliche Steuerung sorgen für eine komfortable Bedienung. Durch ihre
Präsenz und den einzigartigen, aus einem Stück gefertigten Auslauf
kommt die Armatur besonders in großen, offenen Küchen und auf Kochinseln bestens zur Geltung.
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JOOP!

559040575
Multifunktionsarmatur DN 10
schwenkbarer Auslauf
H1 295, H2 270, A 236, Ø1 33,5, Ø2 60

KLUDI
Technik
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Oberfläche 05 chrom

Your personal
added value

Design means much more than merely forming shapes. Design creates
an attitude towards life. Kludi has recognised this fact and creates entire
emotional worlds by means of unusual design. Just the right thing for people
with discerning tastes. Submerge yourself in your very own world with Kludi.
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KLUDI STEEL
Professionalism
complies with ambitions
Wherever maximum demands are made on function, safety and
durability: the answer has to be KLUDI STEEL. The material is
resistant to corrosion thanks to a particular degree of purity. This
enables it to retain its value with the result that it is indispensable in
high-quality kitchen designs. Its precise and solid finish is absolutely
hygienic and lends a professional character to any kitchen.
With its swivelling, flexible stainless steel spring featuring a dishwashing spray and SoftPush, the KLUDI STEEL 300 ensures fast and
uncomplicated handling.

KLUDI STEEL

38857F660
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
made of stainless steel
with pull-out hand spray
with diverter from shower to jet spray
H1 755, H2 180, A 244, Ø1 35, Ø2 56

KLUDI
pull-out spout
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KLUDI
noise
classification

KLUDI
rinser spray

KLUDI
limescale
resistant

KLUDI
SoftPush

KLUDI
back-flow
resistant
Surface F6 brushed stainless steel

38855F660
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
made of stainless steel
swivel and pull-out spout
H1 431, H2 256, A 240, Ø1 35, Ø2 56

38851F660
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
made of stainless steel
swivel and pull-out spout
H1 422, H2 272, A 244, Ø1 35, Ø2 56

38850F660
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
made of stainless steel
swivelling spout
H1 422, H2 287, A 240, Ø1 35, Ø2 56

KLUDI ZIP
Variability for
individualists
Thanks to its independent features, the KLUDI ZIP promotes transparency
making it an ideal kitchen fitting within an architectural environment. This is
further underlined by the fact that it has been awarded the AIT Prize for
Architecture. The SoftPush feature transforms a normal water spray into
a rain shower. This variability is rounded off by exchangeable handle sleeves
in a wide variety of colours.

KLUDI ZIP

42101Z175
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
with pull-out hand spray with diverter
from shower to jet spray
H1 272, H2 211, A 176, Ø1 34, Ø2 52

42100Z129
Dual controlled sink mixer DN 10
with pull-out hand spray with diverter
from shower to jet spray
H1 272, H2 211, A 176, Ø1 34, Ø2 52

KLUDI ZIP design has already won
many admirers, receiving awards in
the architectural sector.

KLUDI
rinser spray
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KLUDI
limescale
resistant

KLUDI
technology

KLUDI
SoftPush

KLUDI
back-flow
resistant
.. = Surface Z1 chrome/artimo, Z2 chrome/grigo, Z3 chrome/olano, Z4 chrome/agua, Z5 chrome/ceano, Z6 chrome/laero,
Z7 chrome/black, Z8 chrome/red, Z9 chrome/orange, Z0 chrome/yellow

77724..-00
Exchangeable handle sleeves
in a choice of surface

Slight pressure on the mono-grip
suffices to allow the water to flow.

Swing & Stop: turn off the water
by nudging with your elbow.

KLUDI NEW WAVES
Purist extravagance
It all comes down to the details. Reduced, purist, clear and stylish:
KLUDI NEW WAVES. Innovative technology ensures ingeniously simple
operating comfort despite an extremely slim-line design.
A Swing & Stop function allows the water flow to be discontinued
simply by nudging with your elbow.

KLUDI NEW WAVES

579040575
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
with swivel spout and
water-stop function
H1 250, H2 168, A 200, Ø1 35, Ø2 65

KLUDI
technology
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Surface 05 chrome

KLUDI ADLON
Timeless nostalgia
The fascination of luxury in a turn-of-the-century look. KLUDI ADLON is
distinguished by elegant details and the fact that it complies with maximum
demands. From the characteristic cross handles with their high-grade
porcelain insets through to the elaborate 6-sided spout, KLUDI ADLON
satisfies the very highest standards, right down to the last detail.

KLUDI ADLON

516060520
Dual-controlled sink mixer DN 8
swivelling spout
H1 245, H2 180, A 250, Ø1 28, Ø2 52
516000520
for unpressurised
storage tanks*

For the love of detail:
high-quality porcelain inlays.

KLUDI
low-pressure
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Surface 05 chrome

*No illustration

KLUDI AMPHORA
A breath of originality
The shapes of antique amphorae reflect peace and strength. Lovers of
Mediterranean noblesse enjoy the kitchen as a source of a new joie de
vivre: soft and flowing. The swivel spout is eminently suitable for large sinks.
The variant with pull-out spray extends the operating range and facilitates
dish-washing or cleaning vegetables.

KLUDI AMPHORA

549410575
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivelling spout
with pull-out hand spray with diverter
from shower to jet spray
H1 218, H2 149, A 229, Ø1 35, Ø2 61
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KLUDI
noise
classification

KLUDI
rinser spray

KLUDI
limescale
resistant

KLUDI
technology

KLUDI
SoftPush

KLUDI
back-flow
resistant
Surface 05 chrome

549040575
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivelling spout
H1 218, H2 149, A 218, Ø2 61

DESIGN CREATES EMOTIONAL LIFE
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Nice
to see it works:

High-level profitability
Whether for new buildings or renovations of existing ones – a decision for
Kludi fittings is always worth it. Low susceptibility for repairs and distinctive durability at an affordable price. These are the unmistakeable advantages of Kludi. For more than 80 years, Kludi has stood for first-class
brand quality. And this claim has made us what we are today: one of the
largest manufacturers of fittings world-wide.
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KLUDI MX

KLUDI SCOPE

KLUDI MX
A perfect mix

KLUDI SCOPE
The new mini in the Kludi range

It avails of intelligent design and an extensive range. The highlight of this
range is represented by its versatility: bayonet lock, multi-connector for
the washing machine or dishwasher with or without spray, high or low
pressure.

399450562
Multi single lever sink mixer DN 8
swivelling spout
with pull-out hand spray with diverter
from shower to jet spray
connection for washing machine/
dishwasher
H1 220, H2 153, A 225, Ø1 34, Ø2 58
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399410562
Single lever sink mixer DN 8
swivelling spout
with pull-out hand spray with diverter
from shower to jet spray
H1 220, H2 153, A 225, Ø1 34, Ø2 58
399420562
for unpressurised
storage tanks*

399060562
Multi single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivelling spout
connection for washing machine/
dishwasher
H1 220, H2 153, A 210, Ø1 34, Ø2 58
399070562
for unpressurised
storage tanks*

New

KLUDI
bayonet fitting

KLUDI
noise
classification

KLUDI
rinser spray

KLUDI
KLUDI
pull-out spout bayonet fitting

KLUDI
limescale
resistant

KLUDI
multiconnector

KLUDI
low-pressure

KLUDI
low-pressure

KLUDI
technology

KLUDI
SoftPush

KLUDI
back-flow
resistant

399340562
Single lever sink mixer bayonet DN 10
for installation beneath windows
swivelling spout
H1 220, H2 166, A 210, Ø1 34, Ø2 58

399040562
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivelling spout
H1 220, H2 166, A 210, Ø1 34, Ø2 58
399050562
for unpressurised
storage tanks*

KLUDI
noise
classification

KLUDI
back-flow
resistant

KLUDI SCOPE: the new mini in the Kludi range but with a certain something.
It is distinguished by a quick-mount system, a ceramic cartridge with hot
water limiter and an additional base for larger sinks and more freedom
of movement. All of the fittings are also available in a stainless steel finish.

339300575
Single lever sink mixer XL DN 10
spout can be swivelled through 360˚
H1 192, H2 145, A 200, Ø1 32, Ø2 45

339380575
Single lever sink mixer bayonet DN 10
for installation beneath windows
spout can be swivelled through 360˚
H1 172, H2 125, A 200, Ø1 35, Ø2 48

.. = Surface 05 chrome, 96 stainless steel finish

*No illustration

339310575
Single lever sink mixer DN 8
swivel and pull-out spout
H1 177, H2 122, A 197, Ø2 35

339330575
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
spout can be swivelled through 360˚
H1 152, H2 106, A 200, Ø1 32, Ø2 45
339390575
for unpressurised
storage tanks*

KLUDI KOMET

KLUDI
pull-out spout

KLUDI
bayonet
fitting

KLUDI
noise
classification

KLUDI
multiconnector

KLUDI
low-pressure

KLUDI
back-flow
resistant

KLUDI
noise
classification

KLUDI
rinser spray

KLUDI
limescale
resistant

KLUDI
low-pressure

KLUDI
SoftPush

KLUDI
back-flow
resistant

337990562
Multi single lever sink mixer
bayonet DN 10
for installation beneath windows
swivelling spout
connection for washing machine/
dishwasher
H1 185, H2 150, A 200, Ø1 35, Ø2 52

337980562
Single lever sink mixer
bayonet DN 10
for installation beneath windows
swivelling spout
H1 185, H2 150, A 200, Ø1 35, Ø2 52
337930562
for unpressurised
storage tanks*

337910562
Single lever sink mixer DN 8
swivel and pull-out spout
H1 170, H2 135, A 200, Ø1 34, Ø2 52
337920562
for unpressurised
storage tanks*

337960562
Multi single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivelling spout
connection for washing machine/
dishwasher
H1 180, H2 150, A 200, Ø2 52
337970562
for unpressurised
storage tanks*

337610575
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
with pull-out hand spray with diverter
from shower to jet spray
H1 190, H2 135, A 195, Ø1 34, Ø2 52

338830575
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivelling spout
H1 212, H2 145, A 204, Ø2 52
338890575
for unpressurised
storage tanks*

338820575
Wall mounted single lever
sink mixer DN 15
swivelling or lockable spout
A 230

338810575
W all mounted single lever
sink mixer DN 15
swivelling or lockable spout
A 165

337940562
Single lever sink mixer DN 10
swivelling spout
H1 160, H2 125, A 200, Ø2 52
337950562
for unpressurised
storage tanks*

KLUDI OBJEKTA MIX NEW

DIMENSIONS

in mm

H1
A

Ø2
Ø1

A
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*No illustration

H2

H1
H2
A
Ø1
Ø2

= Low-pressure fittings for
unpressurised storage tanks
= Height of fitting
= Spout height (bottom of spout)
= Projection of spout
= Diameter of tap hole
= Diameter of fitting

Projection of fitting
from wall

KLUDI LOGO NEO
WithWith
its many
its many
good
good
ideas
ideas
and and
newnew
products,
products,
KludiKludi
has has
for years
for years
beenbeen
thethe

leading
leading
supplier
supplier

KLUDI
KLUDI
of bathroom
of bathroom
and and
noise
low-pressure
classification
kitchen
kitchen
fittings
fittings
and and
showers.
showers.

Our Our
philosophy
philosophy
is based
is based
on the
on early
the early
identification
identification
of trends
of trends
and and
the translation
the translation
of these
of these
trends
trends
into into
clever
clever
andand
better
better
379130575
products
products
– all–atallanataffordable
an
affordable
price.
price.
Single lever sink mixer DN 10

swivelling spout
H1 133, H2 110, A 200, Ø1 32, Ø2 45
379190575
for unpressurised
storage tanks*

379240575
379240575
Wall mounted
Wall mounted
single single
lever lever
sink mixer
sink mixer
DN 15DN 15
swivelling
swivelling
spout spout
A 226 A 226

379140575
379140575
Wall mounted
Wall mounted
single single
lever lever
sink mixer
sink mixer
DN 15DN 15
swivelling
swivelling
spout spout
A 276 A 276

Competence
Competence&&Quality
Quality
KLUDI TERCIO

Technology
Technology

KLUDI
noise
classification

KLUDI
low-pressure

KLUDI
KLUDI
pull-out
pull-out
spoutspout
The spout
The spout
can be
canextended
be extended
whenwhen
required
required

KLUDI
KLUDI
rinser
rinser
sprayspray
The sink
The spray
sink spray
can be
can be
pulled
pulled
out as
out
required
as required

KLUDI
KLUDI
SoftPush
SoftPush
Easy Easy
conversion
conversion
with the
withtouch
the touch
of a button
of a button

KLUDI
KLUDI
noisenoise
classification
classification
Extraordinarily
Extraordinarily
silent,silent,
389630575
guaranteed
guaranteed
noisenoise
classification
classification
Single lever sink mixer DN 10

KLUDI
KLUDI
FixStick
FixStick
Screwed
Screwed
connection
connection
for stable
for stable
spoutspout

KLUDI
KLUDI
battery
battery
operation
operation 389590575
Fitting
Fitting
with battery
with battery
for unpressurised

KLUDI
KLUDI
T-Slide
T-Slide
Stepless
Stepless
telescopic
telescopic
spoutspout

KLUDI
KLUDI
bayonet
bayonet
fitting
fitting
Fitting
Fitting
can be
canadapted
be adapted
for opening
for opening
and closing
and closing
the window
the window

swivelling spout
H1 133, H2 110, A 200, Ø2 45

389540575
389540575
Wall mounted
Wall mounted
single single
lever lever
sink mixer
sink mixer
DN 15DN 15
swivelling
swivelling
spout spout
A 200 A 200

storage tanks*

KLUDI
KLUDI
technology
technology
Outstanding
Outstanding
technology
technology
KLUDI
KLUDI
sensor
sensor
Fitting
Fitting
with sensor,
with sensor,
non-contact
non-contact
operation
operation

Eco
Eco

KLUDI
KLUDI
low-pressure
low-pressure
Fitting
Fitting
for unpressurised
for unpressurised
storage
storage
tankstanks

KLUDI
KLUDI
Eco -40%
Eco -40%
Saves
Saves
up toup
40%
to 40%
waterwater

KLUDI
KLUDI
mains
mains
operation
operation
Fitting
Fitting
for connection
for connection
to thetomains
the mains

KLUDI
KLUDI
Eco Eco
Saves
Saves
waterwater
whichwhich
only flows
only flows
whenwhen
required
required

KLUDI
KLUDI
multi-connector
multi-connector
LockLock
for washing
for washing
machine
machine
or dishwasher
or dishwasher

KLUDI
KLUDI
back-flow
back-flow
resistance
resistance
Protects
Protects
drinking
drinking
waterwater
from from
contamination
contamination

KLUDI
KLUDI
limescale
limescale
resistant
resistant
For easy
For easy
limescale
limescale
removal
removal
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Surface
Surface
05 chrome
05 chrome*No illustration
*No illustration
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